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ABSTRACT 

The development in embedded system has proved to a reliable answer in observation and dominant the 

surroundings observation system. The project aims at building a system which will be used on universally at any 

scale to observe the parameters in automatic detection. Object tracking in real time is one of the foremost necessary 

topics within the field of laptop vision. Detection and tracking of moving objects within the video scenes is that the 

1st relevant step in the data extraction in several laptop vision applications .This idea are often used for the police 

work purpose, video annotation, traffic monitoring, human-computer interaction, intelligent transportation, robotics 

and additionally in the field of medical. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Open CV is the genius library capable of running everything you are doing on computer vision. Years ahead 

of everything else in robotics vision, you always have the latest version of important things like detection and tracking 

on no matter in operation system you want – UNIX system, Windows, and Mac OS X.Built on the plan to duplicate 

the human vision ability a pc vision system uses electronic elements and algorithms instead eyes and brain. The Open 

Source r pc Vision Library (Open CV) is the most used library in artificial intelligence to find, track and understand 

the encompassing world captured by image sensors. Recent operations in conflict areas around the world have made 

the necessity for correct image process and quick target detection for military systems a lot of obvious. In Kosovo, 

for example, a civilian tractor convoy was mistakenly targeted as enemy military target. Therefore, there is a 

necessity for more advanced intelligent target recognition systems. The Raspberry Pi is a series of small single-board 

computers developed within the UK by the Raspberry Pi Foundation to push the teaching of basic engineering science 

in colleges and in developing countries. (Simoncelli, 1992; Bamberger, 1992; Vaidyanathan, 1988) The original 

model became much more popular than anticipated, (Magarey, 1998) selling outside of its target market for uses like 

artificial intelligence. Peripherals (including keyboards, mice and cases) are not enclosed with the Raspberry Pi. 

Some accessories however have been enclosed in many official and unofficial bundles. An attention-grabbing side 

of the Raspbian project area unit the unofficial variants created by passionate users. Arch UNIX system ARM is a 

fork of Arch Linux engineered for ARM processors. This distro has a long history of being employed on a large 

range of merchandise, including the Pogoplug, and on the Raspberry Pi it's fast and stable. 

Related Work: 

Light sensor: A light detector is enclosed within the proximity detector class, and it is an easy sensor that changes 

the voltage of Photoresistor or electrical phenomenon cells in concordance with the number of sunshine detected. A 

light detector is employed in very fashionable applications for autonomous robots that track a line-marked path. 

Colour sensor: Different colour mirrored with totally different intensity, for example the orange color reflects red 

light in a quantity larger than the inexperienced color, and this is the colour sensor. This simple detector is within the 

same vary with lightweight detector, but with a few additional options which will be helpful for applications wherever 

the golem has got to notice the presence of AN object with an exact color, or to detect the varieties of objects or the 

surfaces. 

Touch sensor: The touch sensing element will be enclosed within the proximity sensors class and ar designed to 

sense objects at atiny low distance with or while not direct contact. This sensor is designed to find the changes within 

the capacitance between the on-board electrodes and also the object creating contact. 

Ultrasonic sensor: These sensors are designed to generate high frequency sound waves and receive the echo 

mirrored by the target. These sensors square measure used in a good vary of applications and are terribly helpful 

once it's not vital the detection of colours, surface texture, or transparency. 

Infrared sensor: An infrared device live the IR light-weight that is transmitted within the atmosphere to search out 

objects by Associate in Nursing IR junction rectifier. This type of device is extremely well-liked in navigation for 

object shunning, distance measured or line following applications. This sensor is terribly sensitive to IR lights and 

daylight, and this is the most reason that an IR device is employed with nice exactness in areas with low light-weight. 

Sonar sensor: The sonar device will be used primarily in navigation for object detection, even for small objects, and 

generally square measure utilized in comes with an enormous budget as a result of this kind of device is incredibly 

costly. This sensor has high performances on the ground and in water wherever it will be used for submersed AI 

comes 
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Laser sensor: A laser light-weight is terribly helpful for following and detection a target set at an extended distance. 

The distance between sensor and target is measured by hard the speed {of light-weight|of sunshine} and therefore 

the time since light is emitted and till it's came to the receiver. 

A laser detector {is terribly|isextremely|is incredibly} precise in mensuration and within the same time is 

very big-ticket. Most popular combination for detection associate degreed trailing an object or police work a 

personality's face could be a digital camera and also the OpenCV vision software package. This combination could 

also be the simplest in detection and tracking applications, but it is necessary to own advanced programming skills 

and a mini laptop sort of a Raspberry Pi. 

Architecture Diagram: The Broadcom BCM2835 SoC utilized as a part of the original Raspberry Pi is to some 

degree equal to the chip utilized as a part of original cell phones (its CPU is a more seasoned ARMv6 engineering), 

which incorporates a 700 MHz ARM1176JZF-S processor, Video Core IV illustrations handling unit (GPU), and 

RAM. 

 

 
Figure.1. Raspberry Pi Architecture 

Implementation: 

Photo booth: Processing Re-write Suggestions Done (Unique Article) 

 Rather than let people take their own footage at your party, why not set up your own photo booth? Dictate 

the media and management the message! We’re not going thus far on counsel you ought to ban phones from your 

party although, you can still let your guests reassure people that don’t care that they’re at a celebration.This photo 

booth is primarily based on a Raspberry Pi with a pi camera module. It incorporates a touchscreen and can email 

footage or transfer them for sharing with the buddies UN agency didn’t listen and currently have sq. heads. 

3D scanner: 3D printing is the biggest tech introduction since the iPod, if the iPod cost a lot of than most people’s 

cars. Unfortunately, the tech could take a few a lot of years before it becomes actually accessible. However, don’t 

let that stop you from scanning all the things you’ll be printing when it will get there.For this project, 

instructables.com user the any key used forty Pis and forty cameras (although stresses it may be through with 

abundant fewer) also as 40 8gb Mount Rushmore State cards and, disappointingly, just a single power. 

 Google Glass never quite happened did it however don’t worry, open source developer Adafruit developed 

a Raspberry Pi power-driven wearable show housed in a 3D written shell that clips on.  

 Bitcoin has gotten a bit of a nasty rep since its launch in 2008 but truly has several advantages over ancient 

currencies, mainly that there aren’t too several fat cats swimming in bitcoins and riant maniacally. 

Getting ahead in the bitcoin game is done by mining that apparently involves thusme type of maths so forget 

that. Fortunately, your Raspberry Pi is here to save you, specifically the Raspberry Pi 2. 

The Raspberry Pi 2 has a massive RAM memory and a high process power which may handle the facility 

hungry jack computer code like BFGMiner, is a ‘modular ASIC/FPGA featuring observance and remote interface 

capabilities’. Once installed, users will begin mining and can even connect additional Raspberry Pis to extend the 

speed. 

Plane spotting with Stratux: Plane spotting is a little bit of a distinct segment hobby however there area unit so 

much weirder ways in which to pay it slow and a minimum of this one isn’t felonious.With this clever little set up, 

the Raspberry Pi acts as a receiver that connects to your smartphone and details all the aircraft in the sky around you 

and their data as well as decoded ADS-B decision signs, location, altitude and speed, allowing you to notice the 

simplest spots to pitch up along with your vacuum bottle. 

Pi hacker: With the introduction of any new technology, there’s always somebody waiting to work out the way to 

do some unhealthy stuff with it, like a shovel or the thermonuclear bomb.By installing the network penetrating OS 

Kali UNIX operating system on a Raspberry Pi, not only will you crack Wi-Fi, find Bluetooth weaknesses and get 

yourself completely (and most likely, deservedly arrested) you can conjointly have it off on the go! 

Wireless printer: Despite printers being consistently developed each year, they are still virtually universally liable 

to the precise same errors they were in 1989 - the paper is crowded, printer cannot connect to the pc or the ink has 

seemingly nonexistent – therefore if you get one that’s reliable, it’s understandable you’d wish to stick with it.Rather 
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than forking out for a brand new one that only may work, a Raspberry Pi will rework your previous printer into a 

wireless printer therefore you can keep step with the flashy, other-room-printing neighbours.  

 War Field Spying Robot with a Night Vision Wireless Camera by automaton Applications 

 Fire Fighting Robot Remotely Operated by Android Applications. 

War Field Spying Robot: This intelligent robot with wireless camera will be operated remotely for observation 

additionally as dominant purpose. In the dark nights or dark places, this robot is capable of capturing videos, and 

then transmitting them remotely to a computer or TV by victimization wireless technology.This prototype of military 

automaton is used in war fields to grasp regarding the standing of the enemies around that space. It monitors the area 

with a camera by moving the camera to numerous positions or places remotely by Associate in Nursing humanoid 

application.This war field spying robot uses microcontroller as the central process unit, a Bluetooth modem to receive 

the command signal from the humanoid phone, an humanoid phone with a GUI application, a night vision wireless 

camera with remote area transmission capabilities, an IR light-emitting diode for night vision lighting, a motor driver 

to drive a set of motors to manage the vehicle movement and other miscellaneous associated elements. 

 
Figure.2. Block Diagram of War Field Spying Robot 

Fire Fighting Robot: The customer can screen the war field space by prevalent the advancement of the vehicle by 

A robot application. Exactly when the customer touches the position summon in the machine application, the banner 

from the system is gotten remotely through a Bluetooth modem in the golem, and is further traded to the 

microcontroller as showed up in the figure.  

The microcontroller is adjusted in a way that in the wake of tolerating looking at flag from the Bluetooth, it 

sends the charge signs to a motor driver that drives the course of action of motors to move the vehicle inside the 

fancied bearing. Besides, the remote camera sends the video signs to a recipient station or unit, remotely, to screen 

reason. Putting out flames robot is completed as a fire engine to extinguish the fire. This sort of robot is used as a 

piece of military too in various divisions for splashing fire if it happens by incidents, for instance, get ready accidents. 

The mechanized vehicle involves a water tank and a pump to sprinkle water. Like the above wander, this robot can 

in like manner be controlled by using an Android-based application for remote operation reason, yet – furthermore 

requires another motor driver and a motor to work the sprinkle arm in a looked for course and a pump to extend the 

heaviness of water.  

This robot also uses a microcontroller to control the general operation. By getting the request signals from 

the android application by method for a Bluetooth modem, the microcontroller alters the advancement of the vehicle 

through a motor driver IC. Next, the sprinkle bow or arm position of the robot gets adjusted by another motor driver 

IC that gets charges from the Android adaptable. 

The microcontroller of this system is programmed in Keil software and operates the relay for the pump (for 

switching on and off), and also operates two motor driver ICs for moving the vehicle and the sprinkle arm. 

3. Pick-N-Place Robotic Arm and Movement Controlled by Android Wirelessly 

 
Figure.3. Pick-N-Place Robot 

This military robot will safely handle bombs particularly whereas catching them and avoids the danger of 

explosion or additional pressure on suspected object. It is equipped with a soft catching gripper for pick and place 

operate. The remote operation is achieved by a Bluetooth modem via associate degree golem phone based mostly 

graphical user interface application 

This pick and place mechanism uses 2 motor driver ICs to management 2 sets of motors. One set of motors 

is used to manage the vehicle’s movement and therefore the other set to control the soft catching gripper, associate 
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degreed this can be done by pressing the corresponding buttons on an golem application. After selecting the object, 

the soft gripper holds the object and places it to a different place by adjusting the vehicle movement. 

The microcontroller’s program manages the overall control function, and the program may be modified by 

the user supported the need. Based on the signals from the Bluetooth, the microcontroller sends command signals to 

the motor driver ICs. In this system, there is a chance to feature a wireless camera for monitoring overall method. 

Voice Controlled Robotic Vehicle with Long Distance Speech Recognition 

This type of robotic vehicle’s operation depends on the voice commands that square measure received by the speech 

recognition module. The command can be operated by each speech and push buttons controls. Such a type of Voice-

controlled robotic vehicle contains each transmitter and receiver circuits to attain management objective. 

The receiver circuit consists of a microcontroller which is placed within the robotic vehicle Associate in 

Nursingd consists of devices like an RF receiver, a LASER module, a motor driver IC. 

Motor look out landmines at intervals the bottom by sensing them whereas moving a vehicle ahead. A metal 

notice or circuit is attached to the current robotic vehicle to observe metal components at intervals the bottom. The 

Remote operation of this vehicle to control the direction are going to be potential with Associate in Nursing RF-

based remote as transmitter that sends commanding signals to the receiver circuit. 

This metal-detector robot is same as the voice-based vehicle that has been mentioned higher than – during 

which the transmittal circuit consists of a button management and an RF transmitter. However, an extra sensing 

element is additional to the receiver circuit, here. Whenever the vehicle encounters any metal part on its method, a 

resonance change happens in the coil- as a result, the control signals move forward towards the microcontroller. 

Upon receiving the signals from the detector, the microcontroller gives out a noisy sound and 

additionally ceaselessly interacts with the receiver to move the vehicle in a much desired direction or path. 

In addition to those military robots, some of the robots that area unit|are} useful in military applications are given 

below and their real-timeprocessing is additionally given within the corresponding links. Line Following Robotic 

Vehicle RF Controlled Robotic Vehicle with a Laser Beam Arrangement. 

2. CONCLUSION 

This project faced many challenges and set backs, overall it has accomplished the aims which were set out, 

exceeding these in some areas by introducing the theory required to improve the target detection characteristics. If 

this project is continued next year there are many areas which can be improved upon, however this years project 

team has definitely moved the project forward towards the future goal of this target detecting being used as a teaching 

tool. 
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